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Lemma 4-1, which appears on p. 289 of [2], is false. Nevertheless, Theorem 4-2, the
only result dependent upon it, is true. The following supplies the necessary modifi-
cation to the proof.

Replace Lemma 4-1 by

LEMMA 4-1. Let S be a three-dimensional non-split simple Lie algebra, and let R
be an irreducible S-module. Then, for any seS, R has an ad s-invariant svbspace of
dimension less than or equal to two.

Proof. See [1], p. 23.

Now replace the second paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4-2 by the following.
Suppose that 8* is three-dimensional non-split simple. Let A* be a minimal ideal

of L*, and put U* = 8* +A*. Then U = S + A where A is a minimal abelian ideal of
U, and S is a two-dimensional abelian subalgebra of U. "Let 0 # se# , 0 4= aeA and
letf(8) be the polynomial of smallest degree for which a/(ads) = 0. I t follows from
the fact that 8 is abelian that {x e A: xf(&d s) = 0} is an #-submodule of A, and hence
that it coincides with A. Clearly then/(0) is the minimum polynomial of ad s\A.

Suppose first that there is an Sj^eS for which the minimum polynomial for adsx

has degree two, and let this polynomial be/(0) = 02 —A20 —Ax. Pick s2e£ such that
8 = ((s!,s2)). Then ((s1,s2,a,as1,as2)) is a subalgebra of L (for any as A), since

(as1)s1 = Aj^a + ^^i'
(081)82 = {as^Sx = axa + aias1

since a(ad(s1 + 52))
2£((a, a ^ - f «2)))>

 a n ( i

Now, ((0*2)5!)^ = AiOSjj-f-\2(as2)slt so

(a2 Ax + ago^) a + (ax + a2 A2) e^ + a|as2 = A2axo + A ^ a ^ + (Ax + A ^ ) as2.

Since f(6) is irreducible, a§ =|= Ax + A2a3, and so as2 = 7i» + 72««i- Hence A has dimen-
sion at most two, and U = S + Sx where Sx = {s + sa: 8 es}, and S n St = {0}. But this
means that U* = S* U S* where S* n £f = {0}, so U* is at least six-dimensional, and
A* is at least 3-dimensional, which is impossible.

Hence we may assume that, for every s e S, ad s has an eigenvector. But this implies
that A + ((«)) is semiabelian for each seS and hence that A is one-dimensional. This
means that U* = 8* © A*, contradicting Lemma 3-3.
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